
UNIT 10 | Self Initiated Brief 1 

language: 1 the method of human communication, either spoken or written, 
consisting of the use of words in a structured and conventional way. 2 any 
nonverbal method of expression or communication.

Outline: In linguistics, meaning is what is expressed by the writer (or speaker), and what 
is conveyed to the reader (or listener). Meaning is inferred from objects or concepts 
expressed by words, phrases or sentences in semantics. Meaning is inferred from the 
current context as intended by the writer or speaker in pragmatics. Ambiguity in mean-
ing may cause confusion in what is conveyed, and lead to different interpretations of the 
current context.

An interpreter’s function is to convey every semantic element (tone and register) and 
every intention and feeling of the message that the source-language speaker is directing 
to target-language recipients.

Brief: Explore the idea of bringing the text alive, play with the differ-
ent possibilites. Design a set of pieces that comment on the relationship 
between the written and visual - between the reality and the represention. 
Can they become one? Or how can emotion be displayed in written text, 
experiment with this idea. Or focus more on the ambiguity and confusing 
nature of language and words - things that are or arent what they are. Play 
around the poetic layouts, break up words, make new ones, find patterns 
and rythms. Or take a simple word/object and comlicate it, describe it in 
a complex and unecessary way - show many ways of explaining the same 
thing - attempt to show the need for just ‘plain english’. Or take one word 
and display all its different definitions and various uses - show the crazy 
complexity and numberous meanings of one word in the English lan-
guage.

Considerations: Look at the difference between written and visual & between writ-
ten and verbal language - what are the advangaes/disavantages of both and how, if, can 
they be combined. Try bringing words to life - give them more meaning, a more direct, 
instant, real and universal understanding.

Outcome: A polished piece in the format of your choice but probably 
print based and highly typographic in content and detail.

Schedule
Briefing  Wed 19th Jan | 1pm | Design Studio 2
Interim crit Thursday 27th Jan | 10.30-4.30 | Design Studio 1
Final crit Thursday 3rd Feb | 11 - 4.30 | Design Studio 1

Brief set by Isabel Eeles

Meaning

Nude magazine is the UK’s foremost (and only) publication dedicated 
to all things counter-cultural. From its roots as a self-published zine 
funded, written, edited and designed by its two dedicated founders 
(Suzie Prince and Ian Lowey), it is now an internationally circulated and 
eagerly-awaited alternative window on the world. Having taken time out 
as a webzine over the past year or so in order to combat the recession, 
it is now thankfully back in print. Nude has often featured both visual 
and written work of CSM students and staff, and has now invited BA 
Graphic Design to create an ‘insert’ - or a magazine-within-a-magazine 
- to be conceived, written, illustrated and art-directed by Design & 
Interaction, for publication in the summer of 2011.

Stages:
The timespan of the brief will serve as the initial planning for the actual 
project. A designer from Nude and myself will brief you initially, and will 
also attend the interim and final crits. A small group of students will 
then be selected from the group as the publishing team who will work 
on the actual CSM issue. This is a unique opportunity to be involved 
in a dynamic live project. Those of you who are considering signing up 
MUST be genuinely interested in print, experimental magazine/editorial 
design, and of course, alternative culture. You must also be prepared to 
work as a team with the Nude staff in a professional manner.
 
The text:
The text you will work with for this mini-mag will be an article by writer, 
CSM tutor and Nude contributor, Ken Hollings. It is a review of the 
soundtrack of the classic underground 1960s film, ‘Primitive London’ 
which has just been re-issued. It appears in the January edition of ‘The 
Wire’ magazine, and the text will be provided for you in digital format. 

Essential research:
http://www.nudemagazine.co.uk/
http://www.thewire.co.uk/
http://filmstore.bfi.org.uk/acatalog/info_12801.html

Now go and subscribe to Nude...
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Schedule
Briefing
Interim crit
Final crit

03/02/11 | 10.30 | Design Studio 1
10/02/11 | 2.00 | Design Studio 1
17/02/11 | 10.30 | Design Studio 1

Design a single article mini-mag ‘insert’ for Nude magazine

Brief set by Val Palmer

19th January 2011

Universal language - written | visual | verbal. 

Suggested Reading:

One and the chairs highlights the relation 
between language, picture and referent. 
It problematises relations between object, 
visual and verbal references.


